Among the most common vacancies and offers for maternity moms on the Internet is working with texts. You can: find a job on freelance exchanges; specialized content exchanges; sell their texts in article stores at these exchanges; work with customers directly; cooperate with publishers, film companies and the media; get a job in a copywriting bureau or translation agency.

We supplement our list of “145 types of earnings for maternity at home” with the following professional vectors:

Web writing (rewriting, SEO-copywriting, writing various texts and articles for sites). Judging by the number of people registered on content exchanges, hundreds of thousands of maternity moms earn web rankings!

Classic copywriting is a more prestigious area related to advertising and marketing. Selling articles, one-page pages, landing pages are paid 10-100 times higher than articles on content exchanges. Web journalism work for official online media. The requirements are much higher than for regular content, earnings too. It is noticed that moms on maternity leave especially enjoy working on the Internet gloss. But this is not at all surprising, is it?
Web journalism and columnism is a job for those who can think about politics, economics, culture and even just about nothing so that editors want to immediately pour money for it.
Reporting journalism. Actually, rarely, what kind of mother on maternity decree can afford to drive on reports, but there are such fidgets that simply can not sit at home! Child in a sling, and in search of sensations! To organize a permanent income, it’s worth “messing up” with news agencies and regional media. Even beginners can earn money, since on many regional sites there is a heading “News of our readers” with prizes and even fees. Broke a pipe in the yard? Take a photo and write a note!

Content Management In the simplest version, this is the placement of ready-made texts and photos (for example, filling an online store), in the advanced version it is also an independent writing of descriptions for goods and other texts.
Naming Not very stable, but creative work on compiling slogans and inventing names for commercial objects. Recently, the selection of domain names is increasingly required.
Commercial versification is, well, something like this: “Masha loves our yum-yum! The porridge of the company “Gadost” is joy for Mashutka! So, only more talented.
Writing reviews. Just chatting and talking about purchases! About films, cosmetics, diets, various products If you write cool expert reviews with photos, you can earn very decently.
Writing comments, posting. A simple lesson that every maternal mother can handle. Beginners often start with comments.

Do not forget also that serious publications and publishers can not do without:

- Proofreader.
- The editor.
- And book publishers also need reviewers and “book scouts”

No inspiration or required professional skills? Decryptor of records, or transcriber (No. 56) a profession that requires only literacy. Well, and high printing speed, since the hour of decryption is estimated somewhere in 420 480 rubles. But you have to consider what you mean by the hour of
recording, not the time of your work! Decryption is required for bloggers, authors of trainings and courses, lecturers and students. Decryptions from foreign languages pay better.

But the typesetter is an outdated profession. Few people need such services now, but you can try to find customers by posting ads. Do not look for such vacancies on the Internet sheer fraud.

Scanning also does not require special skills only the ability to work with a scanner and a couple of simple programs. They pay on the Internet for digitizing books, old and new magazines.

Translator (translator of sites, advertising and advertising slogans, computer games, films, presentations, etc.).

But there are specific areas of translation that are worth highlighting as separate types of work (since they usually go as separate directions on freelance exchanges):

- Technical translator.
- Translator of literary texts.
- Write my Essay for me
- Correspondence and business correspondence.
- Writers can also earn by becoming:

By the writer. If you have long been planning to write a detective story, fantasy or love story it's time to do it on maternity leave. The author is non-fix. What do you think, who writes the books “1,000 of the best hairstyles” or “New vegetable diets”? You can become this person! Litnigger "Ghostwriter"). This is a person who writes books to be published under a false name. guarantee payment (non-fixation is often written by order of the publisher), but independent literary work is not so reliable. What if publishers give a turn from the gate? If your goal is to make money, there is absolutely no point in printing books at your own expense or using the print-on-demand method. Selling electronic art books over the Internet, you are also unlikely to earn anything